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Executive Summary
This deliverable summarises the efforts of the DecaboNet project on
developing novel semantic models for capturing and infering information
about the user in different context (her behaviour, her needs, her personality,
her preferences, etc.). This involves representing the interactions and
contributions of users on relevant collaborative platforms and online
communities as well as represending their energy consumption patterns. In
order to attain the ambitious aims of the DecaboNet project, it is essential to
have in-depth insight into the profiles, needs, and motivations of the
stakeholders with regards to energy awareness.
To create this representation we propose to reuse existing ontological
resources for modelling users and their context, and to extend this
knowledge with well-known features extracted from current social media
analysis methods. By modelling and storing these features we enable
inferences to be made over a richer layer of data, allowing the dynamic
learning of user preferences, needs and behaviours. Our user model is
complemented with an ontological model to capture energy consumption data
and patterns from energy monitoring devices (suppied by GEO).
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1. Introduction
It is crucial for the DecarboNet platform to adequately understand the needs,
preferences and behaviours of the users to allow a customised, and therefore
more meaningful, access to the platform’s content and services as well as to
capture the role of users in social innovation processes, assess their
environmental knowledge and information seeking behaviour, and measure
their engagement level within the DecarboNet community.
However, achieving such understanding of the user, based on a wide range of
inter-dependent attributes and implicit information, is a complex research task.
The user’s current situation, past history and social environment need to be
combined and integrated. Data about the time and activity of users should be
linked with the users’ past information to understand their current situation;
previous activities and interactions should be taken into account to interpret
and fully understand this situation; relations with other people and other user
behaviour in similar contexts should be also considered and captured.
With the emergence of online communities and social media platforms, a vast
amount of personal information is created on a daily basis. The scale of this
personal and social context data has a huge potential to improve the
coverage of user modelling approaches and enhance the effectiveness of
adaptive systems.
Multiple efforts have emerged from the Semantic Web (SW) community to
target this problem. Vocabularies in standard representation formats, such as
RDF and OWL, have been developed, to model users and their social context.
Examples of these vocabularies include FOAF – Friend of a Friend [[6]] and
extensions like the Relationship Vocabulary [[17]], SIOC [[2];[9]], OPO –
Online Presence Ontology [[15]], or MOAT – Meaning of a Tag [[7]]. While
these ontologies do indeed capture user interactions within online
communities, they do not model more dynamic user aspects such as
behavioural evolution within the community. The aforementioned vocabularies
represent the raw data, but actionable knowledge comes from filtering the
vocabularies, selecting useful features, and mining the profile data to uncover
the most salient preferences, behaviours and needs of the users.
In this deliverable we present the user profile model proposed by DecarboNet.
This user model goes beyond capturing raw data from user activities and
interactions to capture the interpretation of these data within particular
contexts. To generate this user profile model, we reuse existing ontological
resources for modelling users and their social context, and extend this
knowledge with well-known features extracted from current social media
analysis methods [[19], [32], [33], [34], [35]]. By modelling and storing these
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features we enable inferences to be made over a richer layer of data, allowing
the dynamic learning of user preferences, needs and behaviours.
To generate user profiles, we have followed the NeOn methodology [[18]],
and its guidelines for reusing and re-engineering ontological resources.
According to this methodology, three main steps should be followed: (1) select
the most suitable ontological resources to be reused; (2) carry out the
ontological resource re-engineering process to modify the selected ontological
resources, and (3) assess if the modified/new ontology fulfils the ontology
requirement specification. The ontology requirement specification states why
the ontology is being built, what its intended uses are, and which
requirements the ontology should fulfil.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the ontology requirements specification. Section 3 outlines the available
ontological resources. Section 4 describes the re-engineering process and the
proposed extensions and modifications to the selected ontological resources.
Section 5 discusses our implementation and Section 6 presents our
conclusions.

2. Requirements Specification
The goal of systems that use personal data is to gain the capability to adapt
aspects of their functionality or appearance to the preferences and needs of
their users. To do so, the system must have an internal representation (i.e. a
model/profile) of the user. Approaches that generate these user profiles
generally distinguish among: (i) modelling – which information defines the
user? (ii) representation – which formats and structures are used to represent
the user profile? (iii) acquisition and update – how the previous identified
information is acquired and evolves over time?
In this deliverable we focus on describing our proposed user profile. Standard
semantic formats such as RDF and OWL have been selected to represent our
proposed user profile. Regarding the problem of user profile acquisition and
update, we provide a brief overview of how the proposed user profile is
currently being acquired and updated. Table 1 presents the Ontology
Requirements Specification for our proposed user model following the NeOn
methodology [[18]]. This methodology proposes the development of a filling
card, and more particularly, a set of competency questions to assess whether
the ontology fulfils the requirements. The resulting filling card for our user
profile ontology is displayed below:
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Table 1: Ontology Requirements Specification

Purpose: The purpose of building the user profile ontology is to provide a reference
model for capturing the dynamics of user profiles in online communities
Scope: The scope of this ontology is the user in the context of online communities
Implementation Language: The ontology is implemented in OWL
Intended Users: The indented users of this ontology are adaptive systems or
analysis modules. No human users are intended for this ontology
Intended Uses:
-

To dynamically infer, for a user, her exhibited behaviour within a particular online
community and moment in time
To dynamically infer, for a user, her needs within a particular online community
and moment in time
To dynamically infer, for a user, her preferences within a particular online
community and moment in time
To infer, for a user, her personality from her previous actions across online
communities
To store, for a user, information about his energy consumption data from the
energy monitoring devices he uses

Ontology Requirements:
(a) Non-Functional requirements: none
(b) Functional requirements: defined by four main competency questions:
- CQ1: What is the behaviour that user u adopts in the online community ocx
during the time period t1-t2?
- CQ2: What are the needs of user u in the online community ocx
during the time period t1-t2?
- CQ3: What are the preferences of user u in the online community ocx
during the time period t1-t2?
- CQ4: What is the personality of user u?
- CQ5: What is the energy consumption pattern of user u during the time period
t1-t2, for a particular device, d?

As we can see in this filling card, the intended use of the ontology is to be
able to infer, the behaviour, needs, personality and preferences of the user
within a particular online community and moment in time. Additionally, the
ontology aims to store information about the user’s energy consumption data
and patterns from his energy monitoring devices.
User profiling based on the presented ontology and concepts aims to fulfil the
Decarbonet requirements by enabling a structured analysis of behaviour
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patterns. Detecting user types (e.g. those likely to change their behaviours as
a result of a specific intervention strategy) and updating dynamic user models
will be used by the DecarboNet platform to devise effective engagement
strategies, and provide tailored information services for citizens.

3. Ontology Selection
In this section we explore the ontologies developed so far to semantically
model users particularly, in the context of online communities:

Figure 1: Existing ontologies capturing the different user profile aspects in the context
of online communities.

As we can see in Figure 1 our proposed user profile model aims to capture
multiple aspects of the user and the online communities in which she
participates. Among the aspects that the model aims to capture for the user
we can highlight static elements, such as her demographic characteristics; but
also more complex and dynamic elements, such as her needs, her behaviour,
her personality and her topic (domain-specific) preferences. These aspects
are inferred from the actions and interactions of the user within an online
community. The online community provides information not only about the
© Copyright Open University and other members of the EC FP7 DecarboNet
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social network of the user (the people she interacts with) but also about the
content she produces. Among the ontologies that aim to capture user
information within the context of online communities we can highlight:
FOAF, the Friend Of A Friend vocabulary [[6]] describes people, their
properties such as name, homepage, etc., and the social connections of
different users by means of the foaf:knows relationship. This property allows
people to be linked to one another across social web platforms.
The Schema.org vocabularies, [[10]] agreed among the major search engine
providers (Google, Bing, Yahoo! and Yandex), are able to capture the
knowledge about people and their social networks. They provide a collection
of tags to define item types (Person, Place, Organisation, Review, Event, etc.)
and social relations (knows, colleague, children, parent, sibling, relatedTo.
etc.).
Microformats [[11]] provide vocabularies to describe people as well as their
social connections. The hCard micro format [[12]] represents people and their
attributes such as given name, family name, URL, email, etc. The XFN
microformat [[13]] captures users’ social networks by representing the
relations
between
people
via
the
’rel’
attribute
(e.g.,
<a
href="http://jeff.example.org" rel="friend met">).
Semantic Social Networks Analysis [[14]] (SemSNA) provides an
understanding of the structure of networks, including richer representations of
social links: cyclic path, directed path, betweenness, centrality, etc.
The Online Presence Ontology (OPO)[[15]] models the online presence of
users. It proposes classes to describe the findability, noticeability or online
status of users as well as their actions (working on a project, reading,
listening, etc.)
The SIOC (Semantically Interlinked Online Communities) ontology [[9]],
originally designed to capture the knowledge of discussion boards, models not
only users and social interactions, as in previously mentioned works, but also
content, and the reply-chain in which this content has originated. This
ontology is based on, and reuses classes and relations from, several wellknown ontologies such as the Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) vocabulary [[6]] and
Dublin Core Metadata Terms (dcterms). [[16]]
Other works have also attempted to reuse some of these vocabularies to
provide community-focused descriptions. One of these examples is the
Facebook Open Graph Protocol [48], which can model and interlink users and
objects within the Facebook social network. As opposed to this model, SIOC
is not tailored to any particular social networking platform.
© Copyright Open University and other members of the EC FP7 DecarboNet
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To the best of our knowledge, SIOC is the most complete and generic
ontology developed to date to capture the knowledge of online communities. It
does not only capture knowledge about users and their social interactions, as
Microformats or FOAF do, but it also captures knowledge about the content
and the content generation process. Additionally, as opposed to the Facebook
Open Graph Protocol, its purpose is more generic and has not been designed
with a particular online community in mind, building a crucial base for data
integration and unification across different online communities. Giving its
popularity and adoption, SIOC is selected as the base of our proposed user
model.
In addition to the previously presented ontologies, which capture demographic
information about the users, as well as their actions and interactions within
online communities; we have surveyed ontologies aiming to capture more
complex user aspects. Capturing users’ behaviour, personality, needs, or
preferences can enable systems to provide better adaptations of their
functionality or appearance.
While multiple ontologies can be found in the literature that aim to capture the
domain or topic preferences of users for personalisation and recommendation
[[22], [36], [37]], very few ontologies have been proposed to capture the
behaviour or users, their needs or their personality.
Regarding behaviour modelling we can highlight the works of Ankolear et al.
[[38]] and Rowe et al. [[19]]. Ankolear et al. [[38]] describe user roles in
problem-solving communities: bug fixer, bug reporter, contributor, developer,
etc. While this work is focused on a specific type of online communities, Rowe
et al. [[19]] propose a more generic model, the Open University Behaviour
Ontology (OUBO); able to capture different user roles for online communities
with different focuses.
Regarding user needs interpretation in the context of online communities,
current research has focused on capturing user needs by: (i) applying wellknown social theories such as Maslow’s pyramid of needs or the selfdetermination theory to the world of online communities [[27], [28], [29]] or, (ii)
explicitly asking users about their needs via questionnaires [[30], [31]]. The
Semantic Web User Model (SWUM) [[39]] captures some of these user
needs, as well as elements of the behaviour and personality of users.
Regarding the interpretation and understanding of users’ personality in the
context of online communities, current research has also focused on applying
well-known social theories, such as the big-five personality traits [[32], [33],
[34]]. The Personality Assessment Ontology (PAO) [[40]] captures this
personality theory. Other ontologies like SWUM capture personality in the
form of user characteristics such as “kind”, “warm”, “calm”. While ontological
© Copyright Open University and other members of the EC FP7 DecarboNet
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models like SWUM capture needs and preferences of the users, they do not
consider the dynamics of these user aspects. E.g., a user may exhibit
different needs in different online communities or at different points in time.
User’s behaviours, needs and preferences are dynamic aspects and should
be captured in context.
Regarding domain-specific knowledge, some ontologies have aimed to
capture the domain of energy consumption, and more particularly energy
consumption data from energy monitoring devices. Among these ontologies
we can highlight E-Save [44] and SSNEnergyDevices [45]. E-Save is an
ontology developed by the E-Save project for energy efficiency. This ontology
contains
classes
such
as
eSave:Energy_Consumption,
eSave:Enviromental_Footprint or eSave:Smart_Meter. The SSNEnergy is an
ontology developed by the semantic sensor network group. This ontology
aims to model Energy devices. Following the feedback gathered during our
conducted workshops, reported in D1.1.1 [46] and D1.2 [47], we propose in
this deliverable an energy-domain extension of the user model, to capture its
energy consumption and experiences within particular contexts.

4. Dynamic User and Context Modelling
As we have seen in our previous section, existing vocabularies, either (i)
capture raw data about the user and her social environment, but do not model
more complex and dynamic aspects of the user (needs, personality,
preferences, etc.) or (ii) they model more complex aspects of the user but
they just capture a snapshot, from which the evolution over time, or in
different communities, cannot be inferred. Our proposed user model aims to
address these issues by reusing and extending some of the previously
presented vocabularies.

4.1. Modelling User Actions and Interactions in Online
Communities
To capture data about the user and her actions within online communities we
have chosen SIOC as the base of our user profile model. SIOC makes use of
the class sioc:UserAccount. This class reuses properties from other
vocabularies, such as: sioc:name, which captures the name of the user,
dc:created, which captures the time and date the user account was created,
sioc:creator_of, which links the user to the content she generates or
foaf:knows, which links the user with her social network.
To model the content creation process and the interaction of the user with
other community members SIOC makes use of classes such as
sioc:Container, sioc:Thread and sioc:Post. The class sioc:Post has the
© Copyright Open University and other members of the EC FP7 DecarboNet
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property sioc:has_creator that links the post with a particular user account.
This class also has the property sioc:hasParent, that links the Post with a
particular Thread. The properties sioc:reply_of and sioc:has_reply, link the
post to other posts, and the properties sioc:content and sioc:created capture
the text of the content and the date/time it was posted. The class sioc:Thread
is also linked to a particular sioc:Container (forum, blog, etc.) by the property
sioc:has_parent. By reusing the SIOC classes and properties our model
captures demographic information about the user as well as her actions within
online communities (when the user posts a message, when she replies, etc.)

4.2. Modelling User Context
There are two types of context we wish to define to capture user dynamics
and evolution: location and time. For the former we can use SIOC classes
such as sioc:Forum, sioc:Community, etc., to represent the social virtual
environment where the user, defined as an instance of sioc:UserAccount, is
participating. To model time we reuse the class oubo:TimeFrame from the
OUBO ontology [[19]]. The class oubo:TimeFrame defines a given time period
in which users’ features (see Section 4.3) are computed. We combine the
temporal and location context aspects into a single context instance using the
class social-reality:C. The class social-reality:C is reused from Hoekstra’s
work [[20]] and is used to represent a higher-level notion of context that can
be used to include additional contextual information, apart from location and
time.

4.3. Modelling User Behaviour
To capture and infer user behaviour, we propose an extension of the OUBO
ontology [[19]]. This ontology uses SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) [49]
rules to infer the role (oubo:Role) that a user (sioc:UserAccount) has in a
given context (social-reality:C). To infer the role that a user assumes (Leader,
Follower, Broadcaster, etc. [[19], [35]]) we need to capture fine-grained
information about the user (user features). We propose to extend the OUBO
ontology and to model user features under six different behavioural
dimensions:
•
•
•
•

Popularity: the popularity of a user measures whether the user is being
liked, admired, or supported by many people.
Engagement: the engagement of a user measures up to which level the
user is committed to the community.
Initiation: the initiation of a user measures how much the user instigates
discussions and asks questions.
Contribution: the contribution of a user measures the extent to which the
user contributes or replies to threads initiated by other users.
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Content Quality: The content quality of a user measures her level of
expertise and how useful her posted content is for the topic under
discussion.
Focus Dispersion: the focus dispersion of a user measures whether the
user disperses his/her activity across many forums/sub communities/sub
topics or concentrates his/her activity in a few forums/sub
communities/sub topics.

User behavioural features can be computed using a variety of metrics. Table
2 presents some of the most common metrics used in the literature.
Table 2: Example of metrics to measure user behavioural dimensions.

User
Dimension

Metrics

Popularity

In-degree: number of users that have replied to the user. A larger
value indicates that the user is popular within the platform
Post-replied ratio: proportion of posts by the user ui that yield a
reply. This feature is used to gauge the popularity of users’ content
based on replies

Engagement

Out-degree: proportion of users that the user has replied to. A larger
number indicates that the user has contacted many different
community members
Bi-lateral neighbours ratio: the proportion of neighbours where a
reciprocal interaction has taken place - e.g. ui replied to uj and uj
replied to ui. This measure allows the reciprocal engagement of the
user to be captured where higher values demonstrate a tendency to
interact
Message-count: total number of messages written by a user within a
community

Initiation

Thread-initiation ratio: measures the proportion of threads started by
the user. Let Ps be set of thread starters authored by all users and
Ps,i be the set of thread starters authored by ui Thread-initiation ratio
ui is defined as Ps,i / Ps

Contribution

Thread-contribution ratio: measures the proportion of thread replies
that are created by the user. Let Pr be the total set of replies
authored by all users and Pr,i be the set of replies authored by ui,
thread-contribution ratio is defined as the contribution of ui as Pr,i / Pr

Content

Average points: measures the average points per post awarded to
the user. This feature provides a measure of expertise of the user
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quality

but is only valid for those communities that maintain explicit content
quality ratings

Focus
Dispersion

Forum entropy: Let Fui be all the forums where the user ui has
posted and p(f| ui) be the conditional probability of ui posting in
forum f. This can be derived using the post distribution of the user.
Therefore the Forum Entropy of a given user is defined as (HF)
|Fui |
H F (ui ) = − ∑ j=1
p( f j | ui ) log p( f j | ui )

It is important to note that user features should always be considered in
context, i.e., the value associated to these dimensions might vary along time,
and within different online communities. The time-period and frequency used
to compute these features strongly depends on the online community’s
activity level. A community with frequent and high activity levels will require
computing user behavioural features over shorter time periods to
appropriately capture behavioural evolution.
To model user behavioural dimensions and its associated set of features we
extend the class oubo:UserImpact (see Figure 2). This class aims to model
the impact of the user in a certain time period, and in a certain online
community. Our User Profile Ontology (UPO) extends the OUBO ontology
with the class upo:UserDimension. This class captures the different user
dimensions under which impact can be measured. Several subclasses have
been defined so far to capture these dimensions, such as upo:Popularity,
upo:Engagement, etc. Note that more subclasses can be added to increase
the number of user dimensions. As previously explained, each of these
dimensions can be measured using different metrics. To capture this notion
we have created the class upo:Metric and its different subclasses, which
represent the set of metrics described in Table 2: upo:inDegree,
upo:OutDegree, etc. Each upo:UserDimension is associated with one or more
upo:Metric by the relation upo:hasMeasureFunction.
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Figure 2: Extensions proposed to capture the different behavioural dimensions

To infer the different roles that a user adopts over time we apply semantic
rules encoded using SPIN (e.g., if popularity=high and contribution=high then
role=leader). For more details of the role extraction process the reader is
referred to [[19]]. Note that using the notion of context, features, and SPIN
rules the proposed ontology fulfils CQ1, i.e., it can infer the behaviour (role)
that user u adopts in an online community ocx during a particular time period.

4.4. Modelling User Preferences
To capture and model user preferences semantically we build on our previous
work and reuse parts of the MESH ontology [[21]]. This ontology has been
used to model user preferences and has proven its effectiveness for
personalisation and recommendation tasks [[22]]. Ontology concept-based
preferences are more precise, and reduce the effect of the ambiguity caused
by the use of keyword terms. For example, a preference stated as
”ProgrammingLanguage:java” (this reads as the instance Java for the
Programming Language class) lets the system understand unambiguously the
preference of the user does not refer to the pacific island. Additionally, the
multiple relations modelled in ontologies and their inference capabilities allow
© Copyright Open University and other members of the EC FP7 DecarboNet
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the inference of underlying user interest. For instance if a user is interested in
skiing, snowboarding and ice hockey it can be inferred, with a certain degree
of confidence, that the user is globally interested in winter sports.
To model user preferences we extend the class sioc:UserAccount with the
properties mesh:semanticInterest and mesh:itemRatings. The property
mesh:semanticInterest links the user with the class mesh:SemanticInterest.
This class is modelled as a vector of mesh:WeightedConcept that represent
the preferences of the user in terms of semantic concepts. A
mesh:WeightedConcept class is represented by three main properties
mesh:concept, that captures the conceptual preference of the user,
mesh:weight, that represents the preference score for that particular concept
and mesh:timestamp, that represents the moment in time in which the user
expressed interest for that particular concept.
To populate the preferences of our user profile model we make use of existing
semantic annotators that are able to extract the subset of concepts expressed
by the users in their posts. At the moment we make use of TextRazor to
extract these concepts [[23]] but other systems, such as Alchemi API [[24]] or
DBPediaSpotlight [[25]] could also be used. Note that TextRazor extracts
concepts from DBPedia and FreeBase, to our knowledge, two of the most
complete knowledge bases up to date. These annotations are provided with a
confidence score. Annotations with a confidence score lower than 3, in a
scale from 0.5-10, are discarded. The preference level of the user for the
concept is based on a sentiment analysis of the content. The SentiCircles
sentiment analysis approach is used to compute the sentiment of the
extracted concepts [[26]]. In the near future, we aim to replace these semantic
annotators by the ones developed by WP2, which are focused on extracting
specific environmental information.
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Figure 3: Reused classes and properties of the MESH ontology to model preferences

In addition to the modelling of concept-based user preferences we also
capture preferences in terms of ratings. In certain online communities users
can provide ratings to express their preference for other users or for certain
content. Preferences in terms of ratings are modelled with the class
mesh:ItemRatings. This class is linked to a sioc:UserAccount via the property
mesh:itemRatings. The class mesh:ItemRatings is a vector of
meshItemRating. This class, which represents a rating score is modelled
using four main properties: mesh:ratingCriterium, which represents the
criterion/method used to rate the items (score, stars, etc.); mesh:ratingValue,
which represents the value assigned by the user, mesh:ratedItem, which
represents the item for which a preference has been established, and
mesh:timestamp, which represents the moment in time in which the user rated
that particular item.
As in the case of behaviour modelling, preferences are also dynamic, i.e., only
certain user preferences should be consider in each particular context or siocreality:C. To dynamically select user preferences we build on our previous
approach [[22]]. More specifically, the selection of applicable preferences in a
particular context sioc-reality:C is based on two main principles:
•

If a concept keeps occurring along time, this concept is selected within
the current context as a long-term preference of the user.
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If a concept occurrence is very high on the recent short period, this
concept can be selected in the current context as a short-term
preference of the user.

Figure 4: Extension of the MESH ontology to capture dynamic preferences

In
our
extension
(see
Figure
4)
we
define
the
classes
upo:LongTermPreferences and upo:ShortTermPreferences to capture long
and short term preferences in a particular context, socialReality:C; and the
classes upo:ConsistentFrequencySelection and upo:HighFrequencySelection
to model the methods used to capture long and short term preferences
respectively. Note that by modelling and applying these methods the ontology
fulfils CQ2, i.e., it is able to infer the needs of user u in the online community
ocx during a particular time period.

4.5. Modelling User Needs
Our approach towards modelling and inferring user needs is based on the
principle that needs are mirrored to certain online actions. For example, the
action of commenting or replying to a post reflects the user’s intention to help
other users (altruistic need) as well as an aim to interact with other members
of the community (socialisation need). In our model we aim to capture four
main user needs that have been recurrently found in the literature [[27], [28],
[29], [30], [31]]:
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Information Need: when a user initiates a discussion he or she is reflecting
an information need. Users under this need are focused on solving their
problems with the help of the community.
• Socialisation Need: when a user intentionally interacts with other users he
reflects his need for socialisation.
• Reputation need: the reputation can be reflected on the number of points
(ratings/likes/favourites) or replies the user receives from the community.
• Altruistic Need: the altruistic need, or need to help others, is reflected on
the number of replies that a user provides to other people’s questions.
Users with a high altruistic need share their knowledge with the community
and spend their time and expertise to benefit others.
As in the case of user behaviour, several metrics can be used to represent
needs (see Table 2). For example, the Information Need is linked with metrics
such as: Thread-initiation ratio or Self-reply ratio. This last metric measures
the number of replies given by user ui in reply to his/her own threads. It is an
indication of how strongly a user pursues obtaining an answer from the
community. The Socialisation Need is reflected in metrics such as out-degree,
which measures the proportion of users that the user has contacted/reply to.
The Reputation Need is reflected in metrics such as the average
points/likes/favourites, received by other users. The Altruistic Need is
reflected in metrics such as replies-count, which measures the total number of
replies written by a user within the community. Note that our proposed model
can be extended to capture different user needs and different associated
metrics. As shown in Figure 5 the class upo:UserNeed and its corresponding
subclasses are used to capture the defined user needs. Associated metrics
are modelled under the class upo:Metric, such as upo:SelfReplyRatio. Note
that we have decided not to reuse classes of the SWUM ontology, since this
ontology captures needs in terms of features not measurable in the context of
online communities, e.g., “sexual intimacy”.
•

To infer whether a user (sioc:UserAccount) presents one particular need in a
given context (social-reality:C), we apply semantic rules encoded in SPIN
(e.g., if upo:Thread-initiation=high and upo:SelfReplyRatio=high then
upo:InformationNeed=high). By following the same approach as for computing
user behaviour [[19]] the ontology fulfils CQ3, i.e., it can infer the needs that
user u adopts in an online community ocx during a particular time period.
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Figure 5: Extensions to capture UserNeeds.

4.6. Modelling Personality
There is a body of research in online communities that has attempted to
model and predict personality. These predictions are mainly based on the Big
Five personality model [[32], [33], [34]], which defines personality in terms of
five dimensions:
•

Openness to experience: openness indicates the degree of intellectual
curiosity.

•

Consciousness: indicates a tendency to be organized and dependable.

•

Extroversion: indicates sociability and the tendency to seek stimulation
in the company of others.

•

Agreeableness: indicates a tendency to be compassionate and
cooperative.

•

Neuroticism: indicates a tendency to experience unpleasant emotions
easily.

To capture these personality dimensions, we reuse classes of the PAO
ontology
such
as:
pao:Personality,
pao:PersonalityDimension,
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pao:Agreebleness,
pao:Conscientiusness,
pao:Extraversion
and
pao:Neuroticisim. Recent studies have shown that the previous personality
dimensions are reflected, and can be predicted, with certain degree of
accuracy, from the online actions of users within online communities [[32],
[33], [34]]. Quercia et al. [[32]], for example, predict users’ personality in
Twitter by using features such as “following”, “followers” and “listed counts”.
These metrics are modelled in our profile as upo:OutDegree, upo:InDegree,
upo:FocusDispersion. Note that research has consistently shown that
people’s personality scores are stable over time [29]. Therefore, personality in
our model is not considered in context. To infer the levels of personality
dimensions for each user u we define SPIN rules that capture the prediction
model defined by Quercia et al. [[32]], e.g., (if upo:OutDegree=high and
opo:InDegree=high then pao:Extraversion=high). By defining these rules the
proposed model fulfils CQ4, i.e., it can infer the personality of a particular user
u.

4.7. Modelling Energy Consumption and Experiences
In addition to inferring the user behaviour, needs, personality and preferences
our model also aims to represent energy consumption data and patterns from
the energy monitoring devices, as well as energy experiences that users may
have had in the past and that may want to share with their communities. Our
proposal for modelling this data is represented in Figure 6.
As we can see in this figure, the user monitors one or more energy artefacts.
For each individual artefact (appliances, etc.) the user can report particular
energy consumption in a particular social-reality (involving a time period as
well as a location). Note that this time is not a virtual location (i.e., online
community) but a physical location (house/office) that is modelled in terms of
context.
Apart from the devices’ consumption the user can report a particular
experience. Each experience involves an action as well as an impact. For
example, the user can report that, by taking shorter showers (action) during a
particular time period at home (time/location /social-reality) she saved 20
pounds in her energy bill (impact).
In addition to storing and reporting their energy consumption and experiences,
the users can also store and set up their values or priorities in terms of energy
consumption (security, health, money, family, comfort, etc.) By knowing those
elements that are more valuable for a user we can provide better
recommendations to them. For example, if a user is concern about security,
we will not recommend her to reduce her consumption by switching off the
alarm.
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Figure 6: Extensions to capture energy consumption data and experiences

Note that this representation not only replies to CQ5, but also provides several
extensions to store the user’s experiences as well as their values within
particular contexts.

5. Implementation
The developed user model has been made publicly available [43]. This model
has been generated using the OWL representation language. Rules to infer
behaviour, needs, personality and preferences have been encoded using
SPIN.
We are currently populating this model from Twitter data. For this purpose we
have first created a mapping from Twitter data to SIOC. Remember that this
ontology model is the base of our profile. SIOC captures the content
(sioc:MicroblogginPosts) and the social network (sioc:follows) of a user within
an online community. To transform Twitter data into SIOC we have developed
a Twitter data parser. This parser transforms the JSON data provided by
Twitter into RDF data. The code of this parser is publicly available under:
https://gist.github.com/miriamfs/e1738c7e17ce4a479dbe
As we can see the SIOCTwitterParser	
  class contains two main functions:
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Table 3: Main functionalities or SIOCTwitterParser
Function

Input

Output

Description

parsePost

JSONObject	
  post

RDF representation of
the posts

This function creates
the SIOC object for the
post and links it to the
SIOC object of the user

parseUserData
	
  

Resource	
  
userResource,	
  
JSONObject	
  user

RDF representation of
the user

It creates the SIOC
object of the user

Once data has mapped into SIOC features are extracted and stored in the
corresponding user profile. The list of extracted features to model behaviour,
personality, needs and preferences is detailed in Section 4. To compute these
features we consider a 4-weeks time window.
The class FeatureExtractor is used to compute the list of features. To do so,
this class receives a link to the knowledge base / database in which the
previously collected Twitter data is stored. Note that this class functions with
both types of data storage systems.

Figure 7: Parameters for the class FeatureExtractor

Once the parameters have been established, this class is multithreaded to
compute the previously described features.
The thread run process is described in Figure 8. As we can see this function
is in charge of computing the features. Each feature computation is
encapsulated in a different function. The function: (1) connects to the
knowledge base, (2) extracts the corresponding data, (3) performs the
computation of the feature and, (4) stores the results back in the knowledge
base.
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Figure 8: Feature Extraction process

6. Discussion and Conclusions
This deliverable presents a semantic approach to user profile modelling that
goes beyond collecting raw data from user activities in online communities.
This approach captures the interpretation of these data within particular
contexts, enabling the inference of user needs, behaviour and preferences over time and for different online communities. The generated ontology has
been made available online [[43]] and the user profile model has been
published [50]
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To generate the proposed user profile model we have reused and extended
existing ontological resources. Following the NeOn methodology [18], we
have assessed the generated user profile model by using five competency
questions (see Section 2). These questions ensure that, by using the
information captured within the proposed user profile model, we can infer the
needs, preferences and behaviours of users within particular online
communities and time frames. Personality, on the other hand, it is the only
aspect of the user that is not considered in the context model, since research
has repeatedly shown that personality scores are stable over time [29].
In addition, we have proposed an extension of this generic user model to
capture the specificities or domain of application, in this case energy. We
allow the user to store, not only the energy consumption of her house and
particular appliances, but also her previous experiences as well as her values
or priorities when spending energy.
Using an ontology and semantics to tackle the problem of user modelling
offers a number of advantages: (i) the ontology provides a generic, reusable
and machine understandable model for representing the concepts and
properties required for describing user activities and measuring their
evolution; (ii) due to the reuse of well-known vocabularies, our proposed user
profile facilitates the integration of data from multiple social networking
platforms; (iii) most importantly, the use of an ontology supports inferring
mechanisms that can be used to calculate or derive user behaviour, needs,
and preferences.
Future work within the DecarboNet project will focus on populating this model
from dynamic and heterogeneous evidence sources. This integrated and
dynamic approach based on data across multiple systems and communities
will help to better understand the emergence of collective awareness.
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C. List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Explanation

DM

Data Manager

WP

Work package

SW

Semantic Web

SIOC

Semantically Interlinked Online Communities

OPO

Online Presence Ontology

SemSNA

Semantic Social Networks Analysis

OUBO

Open University Behaviour Ontology

SWUM

Semantic Web User Model

PAO
SPIN
CQ
UPO

Personality Assessment Ontology
SPARQL Inferencing Notation
Competency question
User Profile Ontology
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